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line spectra for many fragments.
Although the masses of the fragments undergoing the observed nuclear transitions are simultaneously measured in these experiments, no direct means exists for determining their atomic numbers. It may be possible, hovrever, to ascertain the atomic number of the specific isotope responsible for many of the nuclear transitions by correlating gamma-ray and internal conversion electron energies, the difference in these tV-TO energies being equal to the electron binding energy.
It has long been knOitTn that primary fission fragments are formed in high states of ionization. Qualitatively, the effect on the binding energies of stripping a number of outer electrons from a neutral atom may be understood by picturing the electronic charge 'as residing on concentric .spheres centered about the nucleus. Fig. la then, that the binding energies of an ionized atom .,ill be higher than those of a neutral atom and furthermore, that these increases in binding energies should be nearly the same for all occupied orbitals of the ion ..
II. DESCRIPTION OF CALCULATIONS
The binding energy calculations were carried out using a computer . progr8l1i des'igned by Roothaan and Bagus 5 employing a non-relativistic
Hartree-Fock self-consistent field (SCF) method. The pr6gr8l1i utilizes an LCAO expansion procedure developed by Roothaan. 6 In applying the LCAO method). each orbital <Pi is expanded in terms· of a given set of suitable basis functions X. Advantage is taken of the 
'-There ex is the Sommerfeld fine structux'e constant and R is the Rydberg 
energies of all orbitals other than the Is orbitals Koopman's theorE:m .
For completeness, the unadjusted orbital energies for the rest of the electron orbitals in the atoms considered are listed in Table 1 . 
IV. DISCUSSION
The calculated K and L electron binding energies as well as the Ka X-ray energies for the neutral atoms and for the probable ionic charge states formed in the spontaneous fission of 252Cfare listed in Table 2 These studies have raised the question of whether or not the effect of ionization on the X-ray energies may be neglected. The present calculations indicate, as may be seen from Table 2 , that the Ka X-ray energies of typical fission fragments are shifted by 50 ev or less. Hence, the. neglect of corrections for the effect of ionization in the above-mentioned experiments was indeed justified.
In Fig. 9 is shown a plot of the relative increase in K binding ' .
" .
'.
-7- Conceivably, the relatively large shifts in binding energies between adjacent charge states in highly ionized fission fragments (~70 ev)
could be used to study in detail, the distribution of ionic charge resulting from fission. Hypothetically, internal conversion electrons arising from nuclear transitions offer a direct means of measuring these binding energy shifts. The application is ,obscured) hOI-rever) by a number of experimental difficulties stemming from the fact that the fragments are traveling at relatively high velocities which for any single isotope may vary by as much as 15%. 
